ANTHONY   EDEN
and the people was decisive against any loose uncertain
arrangement involving de facto moral or military commit-
ments.
Eden gave the only assurance open to him. No military
action would be tajsen unless Germany invaded France or
Belgium. He asked the House to believe that conciliation had
not yet failed. He was sympathetic to Attlee's wise suggestion
that all League Powers should be brought into the staff talks.
But Eden's dilemma was real. Flandin had desired action.
For Flandin the Rhineland crisis was the decisive moment
in post-war Franco-German relations. If France was to give
effect to her legal victory, the Rhineland coup was likely to be
the last occasion on which violation of Versailles could be
punished with comparative safety. If this opportunity was
lost, France would have to consider a new mode of security
—the Little Entente would cease to be an insurance and
would rapidly become a liability. Since March 1936 this has
always been Flandin's thesis, until by October 1938 we find
Flandin watching the rape of Czechoslovakia with ill-
concealed complacency as an issue no longer touching French
security.
In March 1936 Flandin had weapons to reinforce his thesis
when putting it to Eden and the British Government. The
Abyssinian war was not going according to Geneva's
schedule. If Eden would not help Flandin in the Ruhr,
Flandin would not help Eden in the Suez.
By 8th April Eden was back in Geneva, angry and im-
patient at the delays in conciliation. Five weary weeks had
passed since the appeals to the Italian and Abyssinian Govern-
ments. Eden concurred in the suggestion that i4th April
should be the time-limit. Italy's intentions were still a
mystery, until a few hours later it became known that
Mussolini was to annihilate the Ethiopian forces. There had
been widespread rumours about poison-gas. Eden spoke out:
* The employment by the Italian armies of poison-gas raises
the question whether any international conventions are of

